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End来源：考试大 As Osama bin Laden’s forces failed

contending with the Northern Confederate, he had to abandon the

commodious capital city of Kabul and conceal his trail inside the

contour of large mountains and caverns. His career comprises

confidential conspiracy, conspicuous terrorist assaults, Islamic

fundamentalist creed and contemptible crimes. But now, most of

Laden’s subordinates contemplated and become contrite, while

castigating him with their conscience. Three months ago, some

conciliatory connoisseurs of international affairs from UN came to

Afghanistan with cordial compassion to the catastrophe occurring

there, and consorted Laden. They deem it contingent to arrive at a

congruity if Laden would concede. However, Laden was credulous

in his counsel’s words that the constellation shows fortune to them.

He was covetous and contemptuous of his enemy. Confounded by

conceit, he craved for uniting the entire nation. Thus he contemned

the UN commission’s advice and convened his troops for

counterstrike.来源：考试大 Soon US corroborated that Laden was

the person who contrived the new attack method of impacting

skyscrapers with planes, and person who conspired the concerted

serial assaults in New York. Laden cowered and constricted his

mouth. He controvert that he was consecrating some food with

condiment to the God in order to confine the contagious disease in



Afghanistan, and had no time to organize the attack. But US ignored

his construing. They said that Laden’s story was concocted and his

credential was counterfeited. Then they confiscated it and attacked

his troops with bombs that contaminated the whole country. Laden

confided to his congenial officer with composure: “They won’t

connive our terrorism, any more than condoning us. We must

consolidate the forces, equip them with the counterpart weapons of

US army’s, and put compulsive death to those infidels.” “You

’re so composed! Let’s conceive something optimistic.” The
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